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About Seediq Bale (Warriors of the Rainbow)
Wushe Rebellion
In response to long-term oppression by Japanese
authorities, the Seedig Tagadaya indigenous group in
Wushe (Musha) attacked the village.
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Twilight Memory - Wushe event

During this event, the Japanese led a
relentless counter-attack, killing over 1,000
Seediq in retaliation.
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Alang-Gluban (Nantou,
Taiwan)

Field

• The Wushe event
survivals of Seediq
ethnic group
• Named as the village
was Kawana-kajima
(Japanese Name)
• Qing-liu tribes named by
Taiwan government

南投縣仁愛鄉
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Dark gaze

• The phenomenon of dark tourism, which
encompasses the presentation and
consumption (by visitors) associated with
history, death, disaster and tragedy, is
growing within the tourism literature.
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The impacts from film
Before (2010.7)

After (2011.10)

2011.11

Reading and Questions
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Experiencing and Thinking

Aging

Unattractive
Handcrafts
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Outdated facilities

To bring problems solving
partnerships into curriculum
• To recognize the need for the community
service learning
• To identify the key issues related to the
indigenous tourism development
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P1: Brochures for Tourists

Festivals

Traditional
Crafts

Natural
Resources

Wondering in
tribe
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P2: Seediq Handicrafts
“In the past life, my mom weaving for wearing and
living.”
“Forced to use weaving exchange for economic
with outsider”
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for
Economic

Retail

Craft
Studio
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SL2: QR-code and story behind
products
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P3: transformed History
My family
History
(personal)

Anthropology
Life history
Academic
documentary

Material To
tourist
interpretation
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SL3: Mobile Tour to Enhance
Historical Authentic
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Question from field survey

The Equality
from Local
Development
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Food Mapping
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Win-Win Soluation
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Service Learning Chain
• To identify the process of partnership
during service learning
– To redefine the multiple-stakeholder based
on problem-solving process.
– To identify what is the main problem for the
stakeholder

Benefits Sharing Mechanism
Materials—Producing--Products

Salty-Berry
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Social Welfare Group

A Integrated Model
Deaf
People
Bakery
Tribe
of Alan
Gluban

1+1>2
Partnership
Building

MarketOriented
Service
Learning
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The effects and lessons
• Understanding Human Diversity
– To examine the role in a multicultural society

• Understanding Social Justice
– Collaborating with people in a community and
developing the awareness and skills
necessary for the positive social change

• Advancing Human Solidarity
– from students spiritual mission and
community attachment

• Achieving Engaged Citizenship
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A Integrated Model

Deaf
People
Bakery
Tribe
of Alan
Gluban

Service learning one time provided
two places benefits sharing

1+1>2
Partnership
Building

MarketOriented
Service
Learning
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